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We implement the criterion of conceptual distance with the help of three types of con-
cepts: 1) process (proc), 2) result of the process (res(proc)) and 3) property of the re-
sult of the process (prop(res(proc))). Res(proc) is directly related to proc and 
prop(res(proc)) is directly related to res(proc), but prop(res(proc)) is only indirectly 
related to proc. Thus, the conceptual distance between proc and res(proc) is smaller 
than between proc and prop(res(proc)) (cf. Figure 1). 

For each ung-noun, three contexts trigger the three different readings. The proc-
reading is the basic meaning of the nominalization (which will be verified in a sup-
plementary experiment). Thus, the test persons are moved to make a direct metonymic 
shift from the proc-reading to the res(proc)-reading and an indirect, mediated meto-
nymic shift from the proc-reading to the prop(res(proc))-reading. 

Example: the deverbal noun Anmalung (<  etw. anmalen ‘to paint sth.’) is used in 
the sense of ‘painting process’, ‘result of the painting process: coat of paint’ and 
‘property of the coat of paint: appearance’. 

proc Julius war die weiße Wand satt gewesen. Er hatte grüne Farbe aufge-
tragen, die Farbschicht war fast trocken. Die Dauer der Anmalung 
hatte er unterschätzt. 

 Julius had had enough of the white wall. He had applied green paint, the coat had almost dried. He 
had underestimated the duration of the [ung-noun: ‘painting process’]. 

res(proc) Julius war die leere, weiße Wand endgültig satt gewesen. Daher hatte 
er nun grüne Farbe aufgetragen. Das langwierige Trocknen der An-
malung hatte er kaum abwarten können. 

 Julius had finally had enough of the blank, white wall. That’s why he had applied green paint. He 
had hardly been able to wait for the [ung-noun: ‘coat of paint’] to dry. 

prop(res(proc)) Julius war die weiße Wand satt gewesen. Er hatte grüne Farbe aufge-
tragen, die Farbschicht war fast trocken. Ihre matte, glatte Anmalung 
hatte er sich genau so vorgestellt. 

 Julius had had enough of the white wall. He had applied green paint, the coat had almost dried. He 
had imagined its matt, smooth [ung-noun: ‘appearance of the coat of paint’] exactly like it was. 
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